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Egypt hopes for stability in 2017 but challenges remain
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

T

he Egyptian government’s
success in weakening the
Muslim Brotherhood, defanging militants in the
Sinai and improving poorly performing state institutions
should help stabilise the country in
2017, analysts said.
However, analysts also pointed
out that Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi faces challenges in
dealing with the many small militant groups that formed after the
2013 ouster of Islamist president
Muhammad Morsi, securing the
border with Libya and bringing ties
with the country’s most important
Arab ally — Saudi Arabia — back on
track as well as dealing with crises
in Syria, Yemen and Libya.

Eradicating
militancy in the vast
deserts of Sinai
remains a tough
mission for the army.
“Saudi Arabia will by far be the
toughest foreign policy challenge
in 2017,” said Mohamed Hussein,
an international relations professor
from Cairo University. “There are
efforts to bring the two states back
together but whether they will succeed is uncertain.”
The rebel groups, many of which
are backed by Saudi Arabia, Syrian
President Bashar Assad says he is
fighting in his country tend to be
the same groups or variances of
them that Sisi is fighting in Egypt.
Sisi also has been unwilling to
send troops to Yemen, where the
Saudis are leading a military campaign aimed at containing the country’s Shia Houthis and preventing
the formation of a Shia enclave in
their borders.
“The Saudis view much of this as
a betrayal to Sisi’s initial pledge to
go to all lengths to defend them,”
Hussein said.
Having substantially weakened
the Muslim Brotherhood in 2016,
Sisi now must deal with post-Brotherhood violence, mainly carried out

A masked member of security forces in Tahrir Square in Cairo, last November.
by small groups capable of inflicting
heavy damage on Egypt’s security.
“These are little-known groups
that keep appearing with new
names every now and then,” security expert Khaled Okasha said.
“Security agencies will have a real
difficulty tracking them down.”
One of the groups assassinated an
army lieutenant-general outside his
home in Cairo in October and another claimed responsibility for the
killing of six policemen on December 10th after planting two bombs
near a checkpoint in Giza. Security
agencies say a suicide bomber who
attacked a downtown Cairo church
on December 11th, was a Brotherhood member.
In 2016, the army had some success battling a branch of the Islamic

State (ISIS) and other militants
in the Sinai, killing hundreds of
militants and driving others out of
north Sinai cities. Eradicating militancy in the vast deserts of Sinai remains a tough mission for the army,
military experts say.

Trump has said he
admired Sisi’s
“courage” in fighting
terrorism.
Securing the 1,200km border
with Libya will also be a tough challenge for Egypt in 2017, as it has
been since the toppling of Libyan
dictator Muammar Qaddafi in 2011.
“As the war rages in Libya and
the Libyans fail to form a unified

					

government, Egypt will continue
to make extra effort to prevent militants from sneaking into it through
the border,” said retired army general Hossam Suweilam. “Libya
is expected to descend into even
more violence in 2017.”
Egypt says arms shipments to
Sinai militants come from Libya
where rival armies, parliaments
and governments jostle for control.
Political developments in the
United States, where Donald
Trump will be the US president as
of January 20th, and in Europe,
where right-wing, anti-immigrant
sentiments are on the rise, will also
affect Egypt, political experts said.
Trump has said he admired Sisi’s
“courage” in fighting terrorism. He
has also vowed to cooperate with
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Moscow in bringing the war in Syria
to an end and seems less interested
in pushing human rights and political freedoms outside US borders
than US President Barack Obama
has been.
“This will give Sisi the chance to
further stabilise his country without having to worry about international criticism of human rights
conditions in Egypt,” said Tarek
Fahmi, a political science professor
from Cairo University. “The coming of right-wing governments in
a number of European countries
will further embolden the Egyptian
leader into going ahead with his
stabilisation plan without worries.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

Failed tactics of ISIS in Cairo church attack
Amr Emam

Cairo

A

bomb attack on a Cairo
church has seemingly
united, instead of divided, Christians and
Muslims in Egypt.
“Nobody can break the people of
this country,” said Kamal Zakhir,
a Christian writer. “Those who attacked the church wanted to scare
the Christians and sow the seeds
of division between them and
their Muslim compatriots but they
failed.”
The December 11th attack, carried out by a suicide bomber affiliated with the Islamic State (ISIS),
killed 26 Coptic Christians, including two children, and injured
scores of others injured.

Nobody can break
the people of this
country.
Kamal Zakhir, a
Christian writer

”

The attack was seen by some as a
personal affront to Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, who has
taken responsibility for defending
Coptic Christians, almost 12% of
the population of 92 million.
Public demonstrations of sympathy for the Coptic Christians testified to ISIS’s failure to sow tension

between Muslims and Christians.
When a Muslim preacher went to
the mourning ceremony for one of
the church attack victims, relatives
of the victim asked him to read out
verses from the Quran.
The family of another victim and
that of a Muslim policeman killed
in an attack on a police checkpoint
in Giza province two days earlier
had a joint mourning ceremony
during which verses from the Bible
and the Quran were read.
Social media users shared a photo of two Christian priests sweeping the floor outside a mosque in
Cairo as Muslim worshippers exited the mosque.
Many veiled Muslim women
were seen at the funerals of churchbombing victims, grieving the dead
just like their Christian relatives
did for theirs.
“Egyptians are certain that the
church attack did not target Christians alone but the whole of Egypt,”
said Nadia Radwan, a researcher
from the state-run National Center
for Sociological and Criminological Research. “This is why they are
keen to demonstrate unity.”
This seems, however, to be more
than just a momentary desire by
the Muslim majority to visibly empathise with Christian compatriots.
Before New Year’s celebrations,
some Salafist and fundamentalist preachers advised Muslims not
to participate in the festive mood.
Some told Muslims not to congratulate Christians on Christmas.
Nonetheless, hours before the

Egyptian Muslims and Christians hold lighted candles in Cairo, following a deadly explosion inside a
Coptic cathedral in Cairo, Egypt, December 14th, 2016.
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clocks chimed 12 on December 31st,
large numbers of Egyptians went to
streets to mark the end of 2016 and
welcome 2017.
Santa Claus costumes sold briskly in shops nationwide, sweets and
coffee shops and restaurants made
record profits and fireworks were
heard across the country, especially near the Giza pyramids where
the official New Year welcome was
made.
Egypt’s Orthodox Christians celebrated Christmas on January 7th

and there had been speculation following the church attack that the
celebrations would be called off.
On January 6th, however, the
Christians had Christmas mass at
the Saint Mark’s Coptic Orthodox
Cathedral, the seat of the Coptic
pope and a few metres from the
church where the December 11th
attack took place.
The midnight mass, which was
attended by Sisi, defied ISIS’s threat
after the attack that it would continue to target Egypt’s Christians.

“Why should we be broken?”
asked Samir Morqos, a former
presidential adviser and Coptic
Christian intellectual. “The terrorists target Christians because they
are Egyptians, not because they are
the followers of Jesus Christ. They
want to bring Egypt down, something we and Muslims will fight
against.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab
Weekly.

